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In some embodiments, an electronic device includes a host 
processor and a module, coupled to the host processor, to 
communicate over a wireless network using a first wireless 
communications protocol. The electronic device also 
includes a controller, coupled to the host processor and the 
module, to communicate wirelessly with a remote device 
using a second wireless communications protocol, to obtain a 
status of the wireless network from the module independently 
of the host processor, and to transmit the status of the wireless 
network to the remote device. 
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wireless device 102 can access a wide area network (WAN) 
106 (e.g., the Internet). In additional, or alternatively, a link 
107 in a cellular network (e.g., an LTE network) couples the 
wireless device 102 with a cellular base station 108, through 
which the wireless device 102 can access a WAN 110 (e.g., 
the Internet). The WANs 106 and 110 may provide access to 
similar or different resources and may be the same network 
(e.g., the Internet). In general, the WLAN that includes the 
link 103 and/or the cellular network that includes the link 107 
are implemented using Suitable radio access technologies 
(RATs). Examples of RAT networks include wireless net 
works using Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA), Time 
Division Multiple Access (TDMA), Frequency Division 
Multiple Access (FDMA), Orthogonal FDMA (OFDMA), 
Single-Carrier FDMA (SC-FDMA), etc. 
The illustration of the wireless device 102 as a mobile 

phone in FIG. 1 is merely an example. Other examples 
include, but are not limited to, tablet computers, laptop com 
puters, personal digital assistants, and the like. Furthermore, 
the wireless device 102 need not be mobile. 

The wireless device 102 is also configured to communicate 
over a wireless link 111 with a remote device (e.g., a watch) 
112. In some embodiments, the link 111 is a Bluetooth link. 
For example, the remote device 112 is a Bluetooth Low 
Energy (BLE) device, and the wireless device 102 includes a 
BLE transceiver for communicating with the remote device 
112. In some embodiments, the remote device 112 uses a 
“single-mode' BLE implementation characterized by a light 
weight Low Energy Link Layer (LE LL) in the Bluetooth 
protocol stack to provide low power idle mode operation and 
power save modes, simple device discovery and reliable data 
transfer. The illustration of the remote device 112 as a watch 
in FIG. 1 is merely an example. Other examples include, but 
are not limited to, sensors, monitors, and meters (e.g., in 
applications such as sports, wellness, healthcare, entertain 
ment, toys, industrial equipment, etc.). In some embodi 
ments, the remote device 112 is battery-powered (e.g., using 
button-cell batteries). 

In some embodiments, the remote device 112 includes a 
user interface (e.g., a display) 113 that displays an icon 114 
showing a network status (e.g., for the WLAN or cellular 
network that includes link 103 or 107) of the wireless device 
102. For example, the icon 114 illustrates whether the wire 
less device 102 is connected to WLAN and/or cellular net 
works via the links 103 and/or 107. The remote device 112 
may also display other information regarding the network 
status of the wireless device 102, such as the type of network, 
signal strength, and available data transfer rate. The remote 
device 112 obtains the network status of the wireless device 
102 over the link 111. 

In some embodiments, the remote device 112 may also 
access network resources (e.g., the WANs 106 and/or 110) 
through the link 111, wireless device 102, and links 103 
and/or 107. For example, the remote device 112 retrieves data 
from the networks 106 and/or 110 for display or other use or 
uploads information (e.g., sensor measurements) to the net 
works 106 and/or 110. The wireless device 102 thus serves as 
a gateway through which the remote device 112 can access 
the networks 106 and/or 110. 
As described, the remote device 112 monitors the network 

status of the wireless device 102, as reported to it by the 
wireless device 102 through the link 111. The remote device 
112 is thus said to function in a network monitor role and the 
wireless device 102 is said to function in a network reporter 
role (e.g., in accordance with terminology adopted by the 
Bluetooth Special Interest Group). FIG. 2 is a block diagram 
showing a network monitor 200 (e.g., the remote device 112, 
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FIG. 1) with a wireless connection 206 (e.g., via the wireless 
link 111, FIG. 1) to a network reporter 202 (e.g., the wireless 
device 102, FIG. 1). The network monitor 200 may request 
information from the network reporter 202 about the network 
status of the network reporter 202. A network availability 
service 204 (e.g., as implemented using a Bluetooth profile) 
of the network reporter 202 processes and responds to the 
request. To save power in the network reporter 202 and to 
reduce response time, the network availability service 204 is 
offloaded from the host processor (e.g., host processor 324. 
FIG.3) of the network reporter 202, which allows the network 
reporter 202 to respond to the request independently of the 
host processor. For example, if the host processor is idle and 
has entered a power saving mode, the network reporter 202 
may respond to the request without waking the host processor 
from the power saving mode. Because the network availabil 
ity service 204 is offloaded from the host processor, it is 
referred to as an offloaded network availability (ONw A) ser 
vice 204. 

FIG. 3 is a schematic block diagram of a wireless device 
102 (FIG. 1) in accordance with some embodiments, and is 
thus an example of a network reporter 202 (FIG. 2). The 
wireless device 102 includes a Bluetooth controller 300 
coupled to a Bluetooth antenna 318, a WLAN (e.g., WiFi) 
module 302 coupled to a WLAN antenna 320, and a cellular 
(e.g., LTE) module 304 coupled to a cellular antenna 322. The 
Bluetooth controller 300 processes Bluetooth communica 
tions with the remote device 112 via the link 111 (FIG.1). The 
WLAN module 302 processes WLAN (e.g., WiFi) commu 
nications with the access point 104 via the WLAN link 103 
(FIG. 1). The cellular module 304 processes cellular (e.g., 
LTE) communications with the base station 108 via the cel 
lular network link 107. The controller 300, module 302, and 
module 304 thus each communicate wirelessly using a dis 
tinct wireless communications protocol. The controller 300, 
module 302, and module 304 each include a transceiver that 
operates in accordance with the corresponding wireless com 
munications protocol. 
The wireless device also includes a host processor (e.g., a 

central processing unit or CPU) 324 and memory 330. The 
host processor 324 runs an operating system and device appli 
cations. A bus 326 couples the host processor 324, memory 
330, Bluetooth controller 300, WLAN module 302, and cel 
lular module 304. In some embodiments, an interface 332 
separate from the bus 326 couples the Bluetooth controller 
300 with the WLAN module 302, and an interface 334 sepa 
rate from the bus 326 couples the Bluetooth controller 300 
with the cellular module 304. The interface 332 is used for 
communications between the Bluetooth controller 300 and 
WLAN module 302 regarding the WLAN status. The inter 
face 334 is used for communications between the Bluetooth 
controller 300 and the cellular module 304 regarding the 
cellular network status. The interfaces 332 and 334, which 
may be referred to as status interfaces, may be combined in a 
single bus. Alternatively, the bus 326 is used for communica 
tions between the Bluetooth controller 300 and the WLAN 
module 302 and/or cellular module 304 regarding network 
status, and the interfaces 332 and/or 334 are omitted. 

In some embodiments, instead of using three separate 
antennas 318, 320, and 322, one antenna may be shared 
between two or more (e.g., all) of the modules 302 and 304 
and controller 300 using Switching techniques. In some 
embodiments, the Bluetooth controller 300, WLAN module 
302 and cellular module 304 may be located on the same 
circuit board or may be embedded on the same integrated 
circuit as a system on a chip (SoC). In some embodiments, the 
bus 326 is implemented as a peripheral component intercon 
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nect express (PCIe) bus, a universal serial bus (USB), a uni 
versal asynchronous receiver/transmitter (UART) serial bus, 
a suitable advanced microcontroller bus architecture 
(AMBA) interface, a serial digital input output (SDIO) bus, or 
other interface. In some embodiments, the interfaces 332 
and/or 334 are implemented as IC busses, IS busses, or 
other suitable interfaces. 

In some embodiments, the wireless device 102 has an 
architecture in which the lower layers of the protocol stacks 
for Bluetooth, WLAN, and cellular communications are 
implemented in firmware and hardware in the Bluetooth con 
troller 300, WLAN module 302, and WLAN module 304, 
respectively. The Bluetooth controller 300 includes a Low 
Energy Link Layer (LE LL) 306 for managing the radio 
frequency (RF) link 111 between the wireless device 102 and 
remote device 112 by performing advertisement, Scanning, 
initiating, and connection functions. The Bluetooth controller 
300 also includes a physical layer (PHY) 308 for performing 
the hardware-specific transmission and reception of wireless 
signals. For example, the PHY 308 may be a 1 Mbps adaptive 
frequency-hopping radio using Gaussian Frequency-Shift 
Keying (GFSK) in the 2.4 GHz Industrial, Scientific & Medi 
cal (ISM) band. The WLAN module 302 includes a PHY 312 
for transmitting and receiving WLAN signals and a media 
access controller (MAC) 310 for processing frames corre 
sponding to the transmitted and received signals. In some 
embodiments, the MAC 310 and PHY 312 operate in accor 
dance with a protocol from the IEEE 802.11 family of proto 
cols (e.g., a WiFi protocol). Similarly, cellular module 304 
includes a media access controller/radio link controller 
(MAC/RLC) 314 that implements a data link layer and a PHY 
316 that transmits and receives cellular signals. 

Upper layers of the Bluetooth, WLAN, and/or cellular 
protocol stacks are implemented in Software executed by the 
host processor 324. For example, drivers 328 corresponding 
to the upper layers of these protocol stacks are stored in the 
memory 330 (e.g., in a non-transitory computer-readable 
medium in the memory 330, such as one or more nonvolatile 
memory devices) and accessed by the host processor 324 over 
the bus 326. The drivers 328 include instructions that, when 
executed by the host processor 324, implement the upper 
layers of the Bluetooth, WLAN, and/or cellular protocol 
stacks. 
The Bluetooth controller 300 includes an offloaded net 

work availability (ONw A) module 336 that obtains informa 
tion regarding network status from the WLAN module 302 
and/or cellular module 304 independently of the host proces 
Sor 324, and thus without execution of upper protocol stack 
layers by the host processor 324. For example, the Bluetooth 
controller 300 obtains network status information over status 
interfaces 332 and 334, respectively (or alternatively, over the 
bus 326). The status interfaces 332 and 334 are coupled, for 
example, to the ONw A module 336 of the Bluetooth control 
ler 300. The status interface 332 is also coupled, for example, 
to the MAC 310 in the WLAN module 302, and the status 
interface 334 is also coupled to the MAC/RLC 314 in the 
cellular module 304. In some embodiments, one or both of the 
status interfaces 332 and 334 are implemented as a coexist 
ence interface configured to coordinate operation of the Blue 
tooth controller 300 and network modules 302 and/or 304 in 
a manner that minimizes interference such as, for example, 
packet traffic arbitration using a 2-wire, 3-wire or 4-wire 
interface. The ONw A module 336 may be implemented as 
processor-readable instructions stored as firmware and 
executable by the Bluetooth controller 300 (e.g., as illustrated 
for the controller 600 in FIG. 6). The ONwA module 336 is 
configured to communicate information regarding network 
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6 
status (e.g., as obtained over status interfaces 332 and/or 334) 
to another device, such as the remote device 112, over a 
Bluetooth link 111 (FIG. 1). 

FIG. 4A is a block diagram of a BLE protocol stack 400 in 
accordance with version 4.0 of the Bluetooth Core Specifica 
tion as published by the Bluetooth Special Interest Group. 
The BLE protocol stack 400 includes lower layers imple 
mented in the Bluetooth controller 300 (FIG. 3) and upper 
layers implemented in the host processor 324 (FIG. 3). The 
lower layers implemented in the Bluetooth controller 300 
include a PHY 402 (e.g., as implemented in the PHY 308, 
FIG. 3), a link layer (LL) 404 (e.g., as implemented in the LE 
LL 306, FIG. 3), and a host-controller interface (HCI) 406 
(not shown in FIG.3 for simplicity). The LL 404 controls the 
RF State of the Bluetooth controller 300. Possible States 
include standby, advertising, Scanning initiating, and con 
nected. The HCI 406 provides a standardized interface for 
communications between the Bluetooth controller 300 and 
the host processor 324. The HCI 406 may be implemented, 
for example, in Software (e.g., using an application program 
ming interface or API) or in hardware (e.g., using an interface 
such as a UART, SPI, or USB interface). 
The upper layers of the BLE protocol stack 400, as imple 

mented in the host processor 324, include a logical link con 
trol and adaptation protocol (L2CAP) layer 408, an attribute 
protocol (ATT) layer 410, a generic attribute profile (GATT) 
layer 412, a security manager (SM) layer 414, and a generic 
access profile (GAP) layer 416. The L2CAP layer 408 per 
forms data encapsulation for the layers above it, including 
multiplexing data from the layers above it and formatting 
packets to be exchanged with the HCI 406. The ATT layer 410 
allows the wireless device 102 to expose data known as 
attributes to other devices (e.g., to the remote device 112, 
FIG. 1), such that the other devices can access the attributes. 
When the wireless device 102 exposes attributes to the remote 
device 112, the wireless device 102 is referred to as an ATT 
server and the remote device 112 is referred to as an ATT 
client. The GATT layer 412 defines sub-procedures for using 
the ATT layer 410 and specifies the structure of BLE profiles. 
Data used by profiles and services in BLE are referred to as 
characteristics. GATT sub-procedures handle the communi 
cation of these characteristics. Profiles and applications thus 
interface with the GATT layer 412 for communication of 
characteristics. (A Bluetooth profile is a specification regard 
ing an aspect of Bluetooth communication. A profile defines 
configurations and functions that enable a service provided 
using wireless communications.) The ATT layer 410 and 
GATT layer 412 together allow the remote device 112 (FIG. 
1) to discover what services the wireless device 102 supports. 
The SM layer 414 is used for secure connection and data 

exchange with other devices (e.g., with the remote device 
112, FIG.1). The SMlayer 414 defines procedures for pairing 
and key distribution and provides encryption and identifica 
tion functions. The GAP layer 416 handles device discovery 
and detection and initiates security features. Applications and 
profiles interface with the GAP layer 416 to perform discov 
ery and connection. 
A network availability (NwA) profile (e.g., as defined in 

Version 4.0 of the Bluetooth Core Specification) allows the 
wireless device 102 (FIG. 1) to determine status information 
regarding WLAN and/or cellular connections and provide 
this information to the remote device 112 (FIG. 1). The Nw A 
profile uses the functionality of the ATT layer 410, GATT 
layer 412, and GAP layer 416 to provide the Nw A service. 
Since the layers 410, 412, and 416 are upper level protocol 
layers implemented in software on the host processor 324, the 
Nw A profile uses the host processor 324. This use of the host 
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processor 324 causes power consumption that shortens the 
useful operational period of the wireless device 102 when the 
wireless device 102 is battery powered. 

To avoid this power consumption and to reduce delays, the 
network availability service is offloaded from the host pro 
cessor 324 to the Bluetooth controller 300 (FIG.3), by includ 
ing an ONw A module 336 (FIG. 3) in accordance with some 
embodiments. The lower portion of the BLE protocol stack, 
as implemented in the Bluetooth controller 300, is modified 
from that of FIG. 4A to support the operation of the ONw A 
module 336. 

FIG. 4B is a block diagram of a lower portion of a BLE 
protocol stack 450, as modified to support the operation of the 
ONw A module 336 in accordance with some embodiments. 
The BLE protocol stack portion 450 allows the Bluetooth 
controller 300 to provide the ONwA service 204 (FIG. 2) 
independently of the host processor 324. In the protocol stack 
portion 450, the PHY402, LL 404, and HCI 406 function as 
described for the protocol stack 400 (FIG. 4A). The L2CAP 
layer 452, ATT layer 454, GATT layer 456, SMlayer 458, and 
GAP layer 460 replicate at least a portion of the functions of 
the corresponding layers 408, 410, 412, 414, and 416, to 
support the functionality of an ONw A profile 462. In some 
embodiments, the ONwA profile 462, L2CAP layer 452, ATT 
layer 454, GATT layer 456, SMlayer 458, and GAP layer 460 
are implemented in the ONwA module 336 (FIG. 3). The 
replication of upper BLE protocol stack functionality (e.g., of 
ATT, GATT, and/or GAP functions) in the Bluetooth control 
ler 300 (e.g., in the ONw A module 336) makes operation of 
the ONw A service 204 (FIG. 2) transparent from the perspec 
tive of a network monitor 200 (FIG. 2) (e.g., the remote device 
112, FIG. 1). For example, the ONwA module 336 is config 
ured to replicate the behavior of a GATT server and a GAP 
central, and a network monitor 200 operates as a GATT client 
and a GAP peripheral. 
The ONWA module 336 allows the Bluetooth controller 

300 to determine information regarding WLAN and/or cellu 
lar network status (e.g., via status interfaces 332 and/or 334, 
or via bus 326) and write the information as characteristics 
that the remote device 112 may read over the link 111 (FIG. 
1). Further, the ONw A module 336 may also provide a noti 
fication when the network status (e.g., WLAN and/or cellular 
connectivity status) of the wireless device 102 changes. Pro 
viding notification of network status changes saves power in 
a network monitor 200 (FIG. 2) (e.g., the remote device 112, 
FIG. 1) by reducing or eliminating polling by the network 
monitor 200 to obtain the status information. 

In some embodiments, the ONw A module 336 is config 
ured to respond to a GATT Discover All Primary Services 
procedure initiated by a network monitor 200 to report the 
instance of ONw A service 204 provided by the ONw A mod 
ule 336. Further, the ONwA module336 may be configured to 
respond to a GATT Discover All Characteristics of a Service 
procedure initiated by the network monitor 200 to report the 
characteristics associated with the ONw A module 336. The 
ONw A module 336 may also be configured to respond to a 
GATT Read Characteristic Value procedure initiated by the 
network monitor 200 to report the value of the network avail 
ability characteristic. In some embodiments, the network 
availability characteristic is a single bit, indicating whether or 
not the network reporter 202 (FIG. 2) (e.g., the wireless 
device 102, FIG. 1) is connected to a network. Alternatively, 
the network availability characteristic includes a first bit to 
indicate whether the network reporter 202 has WLAN con 
nectivity and a second bit to indicate whether the network 
reporter 202 has cellular network connectivity. Furthermore, 
the network availability characteristic may include additional 
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bits to provide additional information regarding network con 
nectivity status, including for example the type of network, 
signal strength, and/or data rate. 

In some embodiments the ONw A module 336 is config 
ured to respond to a GATT Write Characteristic Descriptors 
procedure initiated by the network monitor 200 to set the 
Notification bit in the Client Characteristic Configuration 
descriptor to enable the ONw A service 204 to notify the 
network monitor 200 of changes to the network status. For 
example, the ONw A module 336 may be configured to rep 
licate the GATT Notification procedure to report changes in 
network availability to the network monitor 200. 

In some embodiments, the ONw A module 336 is config 
ured to perform or respond to GAP Limited Discoverable 
Mode procedures initiated by the network monitor 200 to 
allow connection to unbonded devices. Unbonded devices are 
devices with which the network monitor 200 has not yet 
established a secure connection. Similarly, the ONw A mod 
ule 336 may be configured to perform or respond to GAP 
Undirected Connectable Mode procedures initiated by the 
network monitor 200 to allow connection to bonded devices. 
Further, the ONw A module 336 may be configured to per 
form or respond to any suitable GAP connection procedure in 
the event of a link loss with the network monitor 200. 

FIGS. 5A and 5B are flowcharts illustrating respective 
methods 500 and 550 of operating a controller in an electronic 
device (e.g., a network reporter device 202, FIG.2, such as the 
wireless device 102, FIG. 1) in accordance with some 
embodiments. The controller (e.g., Bluetooth controller 300, 
FIG. 3) is coupled to a host processor (e.g., host processor 
324, FIG. 3) and one or more wireless modules (e.g., WLAN 
module 302 and/or cellular module 304, FIG. 3) and is con 
figured to communicate wirelessly with an external device 
(e.g., a network monitor 200, FIG. 2, such as the remote 
device 112, FIG. 1). The methods 500 and 550 are performed 
(502) in the controller. 

In the method 500 (FIG. 5A), a determination is made 
(504) as to whether a connection (e.g., a Bluetooth connection 
over a link 111, FIG. 1) with the external device exists. This 
determination is made, for example, by the ONw A module 
336 (FIG.3). If no connection exists (504 No), a connection 
is established (506). For example, the ONwA module 336 
performs a GAP connection procedure using the GAP layer 
460 of the controller's protocol stack 450 (FIG.4B). Because 
the controller's protocol stack 450 duplicates the GAP func 
tionality of the GAP layer 416 (FIG. 4A) as implemented in 
the host processor 324 (FIG. 3), the connection is established 
(506) independently of the host processor 324. 

If a connection to the external device exists (504 Yes), or 
once the connection is established (506), a request (e.g., a 
query) is received (508) from the external device. In some 
embodiments, the request initiates a GATT procedure (e.g., in 
accordance with the GATT layer 456 of the controller's pro 
tocol stack 450, FIG. 4B) (510). Because the controller's 
protocol stack 450 duplicates the GATT functionality of the 
GATT layer 412 (FIG. 4A) implemented in the host processor 
324 (FIG. 3), the controller 300 is able to process the request 
independently of the host processor 324. 

Examples of the request received in the operation 508 
include a request for the status (e.g., the availability, connec 
tion status, network type, signal strength, data rate, etc.) of a 
wireless network (e.g., a WLAN associated with WLAN 
module 302 or a cellular network associated with cellular 
module 304, FIG. 3), a service discovery request, and a ser 
Vice characteristics discovery request. 

Information is obtained (512) in response to the request 
independently of the host processor (e.g., using an ONWA 
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service 204, FIG. 2). For example, the ONwA module 336 
(FIG. 3) obtains information regarding the WLAN status 
from the WLAN module 302 (FIG. 3) and/or information 
regarding the cellular network status from the cellular module 
304 (FIG. 3). In another example, information is obtained 
from the ONwA module 336 (FIG. 3) indicating the avail 
ability of the ONw A service 204 (FIG. 2), in response to a 
service discovery request. In some embodiments, one or more 
characteristics of the ONw A service 204 are obtained in 
response to a service characteristics discovery request. 
The information obtained in the operation 512 is transmit 

ted (514) to the external device (e.g., over the link 111, FIG. 
1). For example, the ONwA module 336 (FIG. 3) responds 
(516) to the GATT procedure initiated in operation 510 with 
the information obtained in the operation 512; the controller 
300 then transmits this information to the external device. As 
described above, this information may include information 
regarding the ONw A service 204 (FIG. 2), information 
regarding the characteristics of the ONw A service 204, and/ 
or information regarding network status, depending upon the 
request received from the external device (e.g., depending on 
the procedure called by the network monitor 200, FIG. 2). 

The operations 508, 512, and 514 (including, for example, 
the operations 510 and 516) may be performed repeatedly for 
different requests from the external device. 

In some embodiments, if a wireless network connection 
(e.g., a WLAN connection or cellular connection) is avail 
able, the external device is provided (518) with access to the 
wireless network. For example, the controller 300 provides 
wireless network access to the network monitor 200 (FIG. 2) 
(e.g., the remote device 112, FIG. 1) in conjunction with the 
WLAN module 302 or cellular module 304, independently of 
the host processor 324 (FIG. 3). The external device may use 
this access to upload data to and/or download data from a 
network (e.g., the network 106 or 110, FIG. 1). Downloaded 
data may be displayed, for example, on the user interface 113 
(FIG. 1). The operations 508, 512, and 514 (including, for 
example, the operations 510 and 516) allow the external 
device to confirm network availability before accessing the 
network. 

In the method 550 (FIG. 5B), the operations 504 and 506 
are performed as described for the method 500 (FIG. 5A). If 
a connection to the external device exists (504 Yes), or once 
the connection is established (506), the ONw A service 204 
(FIG. 2) (e.g., as implemented in the ONw A module 336, 
FIG. 3) is used to monitor a network status (e.g., for a WLAN 
associated with the WLAN module 302 or a cellular network 
associated with the cellular module 304, FIG. 3). For 
example, the ONw A module 336 receives network status 
information from the WLAN module 302 or cellular module 
304 (FIG. 3) and compares current network status informa 
tion with previously stored network status information to 
determine whether a change in network status has occurred. 
The network status may include, for example, the network 
availability, connection status, signal strength, and/or data 
rate. 

In some embodiments, if a change in the network status is 
detected (554. Yes), the external device is notified (558) of 
the change. In some embodiments, if a change in the network 
status is detected (554. Yes), a timer is started. If the change 
is still detected upon expiration of the timer (556 Yes), the 
external device is notified (558) of the change. The timer may, 
for example, have a duration in the range of 1-5 seconds (e.g., 
3 seconds). Use of the timer filters out transient changes in 
network status, such that the external device is not notified of 
changes with durations shorter than the duration of the timer. 
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If no change in the network status is detected (554 No), 

or if a change is detected but is no longer detected upon 
expiration of the timer (556 No), then no notification is 
provided to the external device and the ONw A service 204 
continues to monitor (552) the network status. 

In some embodiments, if a wireless network connection 
(e.g., a WLAN connection or cellular connection) is avail 
able, the external device is provided (518) with access to the 
wireless network, as described for the method 500 (FIG.5A). 
The operations 552, 554, 556, and 558 allow the external 
device to confirm network availability before accessing the 
network. 

In some embodiments, all or a portion of the methods 500 
and/or 550 are performed using the controller 300 (FIG. 3) 
while the host processor 324 (FIG. 3) is in a power-saving 
mode. For example, the host processor 324 exits a normal 
operating mode and enters a power-saving mode when it is 
idle. Such that the host processor 324 consumes less power in 
the power-saving mode than in the normal operating mode. 
This transition may occur before or during the method 500 or 
550, and performance of operations in the method 500 or 550 
does not cause the host processor 324 to transition back from 
the power-saving mode to the normal operating mode. 

While the methods 500 and 550 include a number of opera 
tions that appear to occur in a specific order, it should be 
apparent that the methods 500 and 550 can include more or 
fewer operations, which can be executed serially or in paral 
lel. An order of two or more operations may be changed and 
two or more operations may be combined into a single opera 
tion. Also, the methods 500 and 550, or portions thereof, may 
be combined into a single method. 

In some embodiments, the LE LL 306 and ONw A module 
336 of the Bluetooth controller 300 (FIG. 3), or analogous 
elements of an analogous controller for a different wireless 
communications protocol, are implemented in Software (e.g., 
in firmware). FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a controller 600 that 
is an example of such a Bluetooth controller 300 (or analo 
gous controller) in accordance with some embodiments. The 
controller 600 includes the PHY 308, as described for FIG.3, 
and also includes abus interface 602 to connect to the bus 326 
(FIG. 3) and an optional ONw A interface 603 to connect to 
the interfaces 332 and 334 (FIG. 3). The PHY 308, bus inter 
face 602, and ONw Ainterface 603 are coupled to one or more 
processor cores 604, which are coupled to memory 606. In 
Some embodiments, the memory 606 includes a non-transi 
tory computer-readable medium (e.g., one or more nonvola 
tile memory elements, such as EPROM, EEPROM, Flash 
memory, and so on) that stores instructions for execution by 
the one or more processor cores 604. The instructions include 
instructions that, when executed by the processor core(s) 604, 
cause the controller 600 to perform all or a portion of the 
methods 500 and/or 550 (FIGS. 5A-5B). For example, the 
instructions include instructions that, when executed by the 
processor core(s) 604, implement the functionality of layers 
404, 406, 452,454,456, 458, 460, and/or 462 of the protocol 
stack 450 (FIG. 4B). 
While the memory 606 is shown as being separate from the 

processor core(s) 604, all or a portion of the memory 606 may 
be embedded in the processor core(s) 604. In some embodi 
ments, the memory 606 is implemented in the same integrated 
circuit as the processor core(s) 604, PHY 308, and interfaces 
602 and 603. 

In the foregoing specification, the present embodiments 
have been described with reference to specific exemplary 
embodiments thereof. It will, however, be evident that various 
modifications and changes may be made thereto without 
departing from the broader spirit and scope of the disclosure 
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as set forth in the appended claims. For example, while 
embodiments have been described with regard to the BLE 
systems, other embodiments may be implemented in other 
wireless communication systems having devices with analo 
gous network monitor and network reporter roles. The speci- 5 
fication and drawings are, accordingly, to be regarded in an 
illustrative sense rather than a restrictive sense. 

What is claimed is: 
1. An electronic device, comprising: 
a host processor; 
a module, coupled to the host processor, to communicate 

over a wireless network using a first wireless communi 
cations protocol; and 15 

a controller, coupled to the host processor and the module, 
to communicate wirelessly with a remote device using a 
second wireless communications protocol, to obtain a 
status of the wireless network from the module indepen 
dently of the host processor, and to transmit the status of 20 
the wireless network to the remote device. 

2. The electronic device of claim 1, wherein the controller 
is to receive a notification of a change in the status of the 
wireless network from the module independently of the host 
processor and to provide the notification to the remote device. 25 

3. The electronic device of claim 1, wherein: 
the host processor is configured to implement a first portion 

of a protocol stack corresponding to the second wireless 
communications protocol; 

the controller is configured to implement a second portion 30 
of a protocol stack corresponding to the second wireless 
communications protocol; and 

the controller is further configured to duplicate a function 
of the first portion of the protocol stack to respond to a 
query from the remote device independently of the host 35 
processor. 

4. The electronic device of claim 3, wherein: 
the query comprises a service discovery request; and 
the controller is to respond to the service discovery request 
by executing the duplicated function, wherein the dupli- 40 
cated function is to provide an indication of an ability of 
the controller to provide the status of the wireless net 
work. 

5. The electronic device of claim 3, wherein: 
the query comprises a service characteristics discovery 45 

request; and 
the controller is to respond to the service characteristics 

discovery request by executing the duplicated function, 
wherein the duplicated function is to report a character 
istic associated with an ability of the controller to pro- 50 
vide the status of the wireless network. 

6. The electronic device of claim 1, further comprising an 
interface to provide the status of the wireless network from 
the module to the controller independently of the host pro 
CSSO. 55 

7. The electronic device of claim 1, wherein the wireless 
network is a wireless local area network (WLAN), the first 
wireless communications protocol is a WLAN protocol, and 
the second wireless communications protocol is a Bluetooth 
protocol. 60 

8. The electronic device of claim 1, wherein the wireless 
network is a cellular network, the first wireless communica 
tions protocol is a cellular protocol, and the second wireless 
communications protocol is a Bluetooth protocol. 

9. The electronic device of claim 1, wherein the second 65 
wireless communications protocol is a Bluetooth Low Energy 
protocol. 
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10. The electronic device of claim 1, wherein the controller 

is to establish a connection with the remote device indepen 
dently of the host processor. 

11. The electronic device of claim 1, wherein: 
the host processor is to enter a power saving mode when 

idle; and 
the controller is to obtain the status of the wireless network 

from the module and provide the status of the wireless 
network to the remote device without waking the host 
processor from the power-saving mode. 

12. The electronic device of claim 1, wherein the module 
and the controller are to provide the remote device access to 
the wireless network independently of the host processor. 

13. The electronic device of claim 1, wherein: 
the module is a first module and the wireless network is a 

first wireless network; 
the electronic device further comprises a second module, 

coupled to the host processor, to communicate over a 
second wireless network using a third wireless commu 
nications protocol; and 

the controller is coupled to the second module and is to 
obtain a status of the second wireless network from the 
second module independently of the host processor and 
to provide the status of the second wireless network to 
the remote device. 

14. A method of wireless communication, comprising: 
in a controller in an electronic device: 

obtaining a status of a wireless network that uses a first 
wireless communications protocol from a module in 
the electronic device for communicating using the 
first wireless communications protocol, wherein the 
status of the wireless network is obtained from the 
module independently of a host processor in the elec 
tronic device; and 

transmitting the status of the wireless network to a 
remote device using a second wireless communica 
tions protocol. 

15. The method of claim 14, further comprising receiving 
a request from the remote device for the status of a wireless 
network; 
wherein the status of the wireless network is obtained and 

transmitted in response to the request; and 
wherein the request is received using the second wireless 

communications protocol. 
16. The method of claim 14, further comprising: 
detecting a change in the status of the wireless network; 
communicating the change in the status of the wireless 

network from the module to the controller indepen 
dently of the host processor, and 

in the controller, transmitting notification of the change in 
the status of the wireless network to the remote device. 

17. The method of claim 14, further comprising: 
in the controller, establishing a connection with the remote 

device independently of the host processor. 
18. The method of claim 14, further comprising: 
in the host processor, transitioning from a normal operating 
mode to a power saving mode when idle; 

wherein the receiving, obtaining, and transmitting are per 
formed when the host processor is in the power saving 
mode. 

19. The method of claim 14, further comprising, in the 
controller: 

receiving a service discovery request from the remote 
device; and 

responding to the service discovery request independently 
of the host processor. 
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20. The method of claim 14, further comprising, in the 
controller: 

receiving a service characteristics discovery request from 
the remote device; and 

responding to the service characteristics discovery request 
independently of the host processor. 

21. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 
storing one or more programs configured to be executed by a 
controller in an electronic device, the one or more programs 
comprising: 

instructions to obtain a status of a wireless network from a 
module in the electronic device for communicating 
using a first wireless communications protocol, wherein 
the status of the wireless network is to be obtained inde 
pendently of a host processor in the electronic device; 
and 

instructions to transmit the status of the wireless network to 
a remote device using a second wireless communica 
tions protocol. 

22. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 21, 
wherein the instructions to obtain the status of the wireless 
network comprise instructions to obtain the status of the 
wireless network in response to a request received at the 
controller from the remote device using the second wireless 
communications protocol. 

23. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 21, 
wherein the one or more programs further comprise: 

instructions to determine whether the status of the wireless 
network has changed; and 

instructions to transmit notification of a change in the sta 
tus of the wireless network to the remote device. 

24. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 21, 
wherein the one or more programs further comprise instruc 
tions to establish a connection with the remote device inde 
pendently of the host processor. 

25. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 21, 
wherein the one or more programs further comprise instruc 
tions to respond, independently of the host processor, to a 
service discovery request from the remote device. 
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26. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 21, 

wherein the one or more programs further comprise instruc 
tions to respond, independently of the host processor, to a 
service characteristics discovery request from the remote 
device. 

27. An electronic device, comprising: 
a host processor, 
means for communicating over a wireless network using a 

first wireless communications protocol; and 
means for communicating with a remote device using a 

second wireless communications protocol, comprising 
means for obtaining a status of the wireless network 
independently of the host processor and for transmitting 
the status of the wireless network to the remote device. 

28. The electronic device of claim 27, wherein the means 
for obtaining the status of the wireless network comprise 
means for obtaining the status of the wireless network in 
response to a request from the remote device. 

29. The electronic device of claim 27, wherein the means 
for communicating with the remote device comprise means 
for determining whether the status of the wireless network has 
changed and for transmitting notification of a change in the 
status of the wireless network to the remote device. 

30. The electronic device of claim 27, wherein the means 
for communicating with the remote device comprise means 
for establishing a connection with the remote device indepen 
dently of the host processor. 

31. The electronic device of claim 27, wherein the means 
for communicating with the remote device comprise means 
for responding, independently of the host processor, to a 
service discovery request from the remote device. 

32. The electronic device of claim 27, wherein the means 
for communicating with the remote device comprise means 
for responding, independently of the host processor, to a 
service characteristics discovery request from the remote 
device. 


